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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Structured reporting has been demonstrated to increase report completeness and to reduce error 
rate, also enabling data mining of radiological reports. Still, structured reporting is perceived by radiologists as a 
fragmented reporting style, limiting their freedom of expression. 
Purpose: A deep learning-based natural language processing method was developed to automatically convert 
unstructured COVID-19 chest CT reports into structured reports. 
Methods: Two hundred-two COVID-19 chest CT were retrospectively reviewed by two experienced radiologists, 
who wrote for each exam a free-form text radiological report and coherently filled the template provided by the 
Italian Society of Medical and Interventional Radiology, used as ground-truth. A semi-supervised convolutional 
neural network was implemented to extract 62 categorical variables from the report. Two iterations were carried- 
out, the first without fine-tuning, the second one performing a fine-tuning. The performance was measured using 
the mean accuracy and the F1 mean score. An error analysis was performed to identify errors entirely attrib-
utable to incorrect processing of the model. 
Results: The algorithm achieved a mean accuracy of 93.7% and an F1 score 93.8% in the first iteration. Most of 
the errors were exclusively attributable to wrong inference (46%). In the second iteration the model achieved for 
both parameters 95,8% and percentage of errors attributable to wrong inference decreased to 26%. 
Conclusions: The convolutional neural network achieved an optimal performance in the automated conversion of 
free-form text into structured radiological reports, overcoming all the limitation attributed to structured 
reporting and finally paving the way for data mining of radiological report.   

1. Introduction 

Structured report is defined as a radiological report using pre-defined 
formats, based on templates or checklists, and standardized terms [1]. 
Structured reporting could integrate other information than radiological 
ones, such as clinical information, technical parameters, measurements, 
annotations, and images of key findings [2]. Structured reporting has 
many advantages compared to free-form text reporting, such as the use 

of a systematic checklist helpful in error rate reduction, the increase of 
report completeness, a reduced reporting time and a higher quality 
perceived by the referring physicians [3,4]. 

These advantages also emerged in one of the first surveys concerning 
structured reporting of COVID-19 pneumonia showing that the referring 
physicians strongly preferred structured reporting over free-form text 
reporting, due to the reduction of omissions of relevant imaging findings 
[5]. 
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Indeed, CT findings in COVID-19 patients are not specific, often 
resembling those associated with other infections. The lung abnormal-
ities created a complex radiological pattern, and it is often challenging 
for the radiologist to report all lung abnormalities, even more in urgency 
clinical setting and to write consistent and clear conclusions in the free- 
form text radiological report [6]. 

The most typical findings are ground-glass opacities (GGO), inter-
lobular septal thickening, the association between the latter two, the so- 
called “crazy paving” pattern, and consolidations. These patterns may 
show a focal, multifocal, or diffuse distribution, typically bilateral, with 
a peripheral or subpleural prevalence [7]. Other manifestations less 
frequently observed on CT are bronchiectasis, reverse halo-sign, pleu-
ro-pericardial effusion, lymphadenopathy, and pneumothorax [8]. 

Based on these reasons, structured reporting together with a stan-
dardized language, should be implemented in imaging of COVID-19 
pneumonia. This need prompted international radiological societies to 
develop and publish templates for structured reporting of chest CT in 
COVID-19 pneumonia [6,9]. 

Despite efforts in favor of structured reporting promoted by the 
European Society of Radiology (ESR) and the Radiological Society of 
North America (RSNA) the majority of radiologists prefer free-form text 
radiological reports [10]. Indeed, structured reporting also has some 
limitations, such as the perception by reluctant radiologists of a frag-
mented approach to reporting, a limitation to their freedom of expres-
sion, and the learning curve associated with the new reporting style or 
the time necessary to fill the structured report [11]. A further issue to 
address is the “inhabiting eye”, that happen when radiologists focus to 
much attention on the reporting system than on the images. Each 
moment the radiologist looks away from the images, time is lost to 
visually and cognitively refocus and there is an increased risk of errors 
[12,13]. 

Therefore, a way to shorten the distance between structured 
reporting and the radiologists and to tackle these issues, must be iden-
tified. Natural Language Processing (NLP) might be a solution: NLP is a 
sub-field of computer science including any computer-based methods 
able to convert free-form text into mineable structured data through the 
combination of linguistic, statistical and Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
methods, such as machine-learning (ML) and deep-learning (DL) [14]. 
NLP could be used to automatically convert free-form text radiological 
report into structured report, leaving the radiologist free to dictate the 
report as they are used to, overcoming most of the issues 
above-mentioned, such as the learning curve required or the “inhabiting 
eye”. 

This is a feasibility study aimed at implementing a DL-based NLP 
method to automatically convert unstructured COVID-19 chest CT 
radiological reports into structured reports. 

2. Material and methods 

2.1. Case selection 

Patients affected by COVID 19 and hospitalized in Pisa University 
Hospital between March 1st and April 9th, 2020, were retrospectively 
enrolled in this study. 

Inclusion criteria were a non-enhanced chest CT and a positive RT- 
PCR for Sars-Cov 2 tested of nasopharyngeal swab no longer than a 
week after the CT acquisition. Patients with Severe motion artifacts in 
the CT scan and unavailable RT-PCR outcome or date were excluded. 
The final cohort included 202 patients. All the procedures, from the 
collection to the amplification of mRNA, were performed in full 
compliance with the WHO Guidelines [15]. The internal review board 
approved the research with protocol number 51834. 

2.2. Image acquisition 

Non-enhanced Chest CT were performed during a single full 

inspiratory breath-hold in a supine position. Two different CT scanner 
were used to perform all the scans, respectively a 64-slice General 
Electric Light Speed scanner (General Electric co) and a 40-slice Siemens 
Somatom Sensation scanner (Siemens Healthineers). The acquisition 
parameters are summarized in Table 1. 

2.3. Structured report template 

The structured report template adopted in the study was developed 
by members of the college of thoracic radiology and imaging informatics 
of the Italian Society of Medical and Interventional Radiology (SIRM) 
[6] and it is freely accessible through the RadReport portal (www. 
radreport.org), created by the RSNA. The structured report template is 
divided into the following sections headings: procedure information, 
clinical information, previous exams, parenchyma: ground glass opacities, 
consolidation and nodules, mediastinum, vascular findings, barotrauma, 
impression and classification. 

2.4. Dataset 

Once developed, the template has been integrated into our de-
partment’s radiological information system (RIS), which allowed the 
radiologist to easily fill the structured report and to dictate a free-text 
report. All the 202 CTs have been revised in consensus by two experi-
enced radiologists (C.R. and E.N.). The authors dictated a new free-form 
text radiological report and coherently filled the structured report. The 
free-form text radiological reports have been used as input, whereas the 
structured reports have been used as ground truth. 

2.5. Model architecture 

The extraction of data from a text written in natural language can be 
framed as a text classification problem, that is the determination of 
whether a given characteristic (e.g., the presence of fever) is contained 
in the text. A traditional approach would have required many manually 
classified examples to achieve acceptable performance. It would have 
been necessary to train the specific classification models for each in-
formation that should be extracted from the text, using a long short-term 
memory architecture [13]. 

Recently, together with more efficient architectures based on text 
comprehension, a system for the development of natural language 
models based on pre-training has emerged [16,17]. This pre-training 
step is particularly powerful because it allows the model to learn on a 
non-manually classified dataset. 

It has been shown that more advanced models, such as convolutional 
neural network, are able to perform extraction tasks without ever having 
performed a specific training (zero-shot learning) or with very few 
classification data (few-shot learning) [18]. 

Question Answering (QA) neural language model was adopted in this 
study, as it gives the capability to work in zero shot or few shots mode 
and allows the user to easily configure the model for the extraction of a 
new field [18]. Given the limited number of reports available, a 
pre-trained model based on Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer archi-
tecture was chosen [19]. 

In particular, as a trade-off between effectiveness and generaliz-
ability, the chosen model was based on UnifiedQA, developed in 2020 
by Allen Institute for AI [18], that is a parameterized 
sequence-to-sequence model for QA [20]. The training scripts and 
trained weights are open sourced with commercial use licenses. The 
model casts multiple QA problems (Yes/No, Multiple choice, extractive 
and abstractive) into a text-to-text paradigm with improved general-
ization capabilities. 

The processing input consists of a medical report containing infor-
mation attributable to a structure consisting of 62 categorical or Boolean 
values, which are summarized in Table 2. 

The architecture of the solution foresees that the textual data is pre- 
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processed before it is submitted to the UnifiedQA neural network. 
Indeed, the UnifiedQA can perform QA only on English paragraphs of 
moderate size (< 500 characters). Thus, a top-scoring Machine Trans-
lation Model (MTM) was necessary to convert reports from Italian to 
English and, considering that reports have fields that are highly reliant 
on the context, a context filtering step has been performed to ensure that 
UnifiedQA receives only the relevant info. 

For each structured field to be predicted, a filtering of the relevant 
phrases is done. This filtering is the only supervised operation in the 
pipeline, and it is based on manually created regular expressions. 

Below, an example of this step showing in grey the recognized pro-
cedure information section of the radiological report and in red the 
identified categorical variables (Patient Position, Reconstruction algo-
rithm, Thickness). 

Non-enhanced chest CT was obtained with high resolution technique 
and layer thickness of 1.5 mm for patient in supine position with stan-
dard reconstruction algorithm. The patient has had fever for 7–14 days. 

After the translation and the context identification, the UnifiedQA 
system answers a predefined question associated with the category. The 
output is finally mapped to a dictionary of possible values for the cate-
gory itself. The final architecture of the solution is resumed in Fig. 1. 

2.6. Algorithm iterations 

Two iterations were carried out. In the first one the UnifiedQA neural 
network was implemented without carrying out any specific fine-tuning 
operation on it. The validation data consisted of 202 unstructured free- 
form text radiological reports. After performing the translation into 
English and filtering the relevant passages, the UnifiedQA system uses 
the context to answer a predefined question associated with the cate-
gory. The UnifiedQA output is finally mapped to a dictionary of possible 
values for the category. 

The same dataset was used to carry out a second iteration performing 
a fine-tuning of the QA model. 

The context filtering step has been removed and the QA model was 
trained on the entire paragraph. The 202 cases were randomly parti-
tioned in training plus validation (90%) and test set (10%) aiming to 
ensure the widest variability between these datasets. 

Within the 202 available chest CT Covid radiological reports:  

• 167 were used as training data.  
• 15 were used in validation to evaluate the quality of the network 

output in the training phase.  
• 20 were used for testing purposes. 

For both the iterations, the system has been evaluated using two 
metrics:  

• the average accuracy on the set of fields evaluated, for the set of 
reports available (tot. 14,000 values).  

• the average F1 score, corresponding to the harmonic average of 
sensitivity and positive predictive value. 

To overcome the problem of information not explicitly mentioned in 
the medical report, the system has produced a default negative value if 
the information sought is not included in the medical report itself. 
Additionally, an analysis of the causes of errors was carried out for both 
the iterations. 

3. Results 

In the first iteration, the performance obtained was about 93.7% for 
average accuracy and 93.8% for average F1 score. Detailed results as 
function of the accuracy are summarized in Table 3. 

The performance was lower than-average for some variables (e.g., 
layer thickness, axial distribution for ground glass and consolidations). 

From the analysis of the cause of errors, it turns out that almost half 
(46%) were related to an incorrect processing of the inference engine, e. 
g.: 

For: Procedure Information - Thickness (mm) (Reported value 
“1.25”) 

“The findings are associated with minimal septal thickening” 

Table 1 
Acquisition parameters of non-enhanced chest CT.  

Scanner Number of CT scans Kv mAs Spiral pitch factor Collimation width Matrix Kernel 

General Electric Light Speed scanner 112 120 169 0.98 0.625 512 × 512 Standard 
Siemens Somatom Sensation scanner 90 120 284 1.84 0.6 512 × 512 B31  

Table 2 
List of the 62 categorical or Boolean values.  

Procedure Information  

1. Thickness (mm)  
2. Reconstruction algorithm  
3. Kernel  

4. Patient decubitus  
5. Contrast medium 

Clinical information and anamnesis  
6. Positive RT-PCR test  
7. Severity of symptoms  
8. Time onset of symptoms  
9. Symptom (fever)  

10. Symptoms (cough)  
11. Symptoms (rhinitis)  
12. Symptoms (dyspnea)  
13. Symptoms (myalgia)  
14. Symptoms (asthenia)  
15. Symptoms (conjunctivitis)  
16. Symptoms (headache)  

17. Symptoms (nausea)  
18. Symptoms (vomit)  
19. Symptoms (diarrhea)  
20. Symptoms (pharyngodynia)  
21. Symptoms (anosmia and dysgeusia)  
22. Comorbidities/risk factor (hypertension)  
23. Comorbidities/risk factor (cardiopathy)  
24. Comorbidities/risk factor (interstitial lung 

disease)  
25. Comorbidities/risk factor (neoplastic lung 

disease)  
26. Comorbidities/risk factor (liver function 

test) 
Parenchyma – Ground glass  
27. Location  
28. Axial distribution  

29. Craniocaudal distribution 

Parenchyma - Consolidation   
30. Location  
31. Axial distribution  
32. Craniocaudal distribution  

33. Solid  
34. Subsolid  
35. Cavitated 

Parenchyma – Other findings   
36. Septal thickness  
37. Crazy paving  
38. Reversed halo sign  
39. Subpleural sparing  

40. Fibrotic distortion  
41. Pulmonary emphysema  
42. Perilobular sign 

Parenchyma - Nodules   
43. Nodules> 3 mm diameter ≤

30 mm  
44. Micronodules diameter ≤ 3 

mm  
45. Solid  
46. Subsolid  
47. Cavitated  

48. Tree in bud  
49. Centrilobular  
50. Perilymphatic  
51. Random 

Mediastinum – Lymph nodes   
52. Right ilar  
53. Left ilar  

54. Subcarinal  
55. Antero-superior mediastinum 

Vascular findings   
56. Pulmonary artery trunk 

diameter  
57. Subsegmental peripheral vessel dilation 

Barotrauma   
58. Pneumothorax  
59. Subcutaneous emphysema  

60. Pneumomediastinum 

Impressions   
61. Classification  62. CO-RADS category  
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The septal thickening was misclassified as CT thickness. 

Another source of error (14%) was the ambiguity in the formulation 
of the contents. These errors were related to the omission by the radi-
ologists of pivotal information for the machine to properly contextualize 
the sentences and the terms. 

For: Parenchyma – Nodules - Solid (Reported values “True”) 

“A few sporadic, nonspecific, parenchymal pulmonary nodules and 
micronodules” 

The information was not explicitly and clearly stated in the radio-
logical report. 

No errors were attributed to the pre-processing translation step 
performed by MTM. 

Fig. 1. Final architecture of the solution.  
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The detailed errors distribution of the first iteration is showed in  
Table 4. 

When considering the second iteration, the performance improved 
obtaining about 95.8% for average accuracy and 95.8% for average F1 
score with a percental gain of about the 2%. Detailed results as function 
of the accuracy are summarized in Table 3. A detailed analysis of the 
errors was carried out and demonstrated a percentage gain of about 20% 
on errors due to the incorrect processing of the inference engine 
(Table 5). 

Table 3 
Distribution of each variable and correspondent accuracy in the first and the 
second iteration.  

Subheading Variable N 
(%) 

Accuracy (%) 

First 
Iteration 

Second 
Iteration 

Procedure 
information 

Thickness (mm) 201 
(99) 

66 95 

Reconstruction 
algorithm 

196 
(97) 

100 100 

Kernel 195 
(97) 

89 92 

Patient Position 194 
(96) 

100 100 

Contrast medium 105 
(52) 

94 100 

Clinical 
information and 
anamnesis 

Positive RT-PCR test 50 
(25) 

88 100 

Severity of symptoms 17 
(8) 

96 92 

Time onset of symptoms 107 
(53) 

84 100 

Symptoms (fever) 124 
(61) 

97 100 

Symptoms (cough) 71 
(35) 

97 100 

Symptoms (rhinitis) 2 (1) 100 100 
Symptoms (dyspnea) 72 

(36) 
97 100 

Symptoms (myalgia) 12 
(6) 

99 100 

Symptoms (asthenia) 14 
(7) 

99 100 

Symptoms 
(conjunctivitis) 

2 (1) 100 100 

Symptoms (headache) 4 (2) 100 100 
Symptoms (nausea) 6 (3) 100 100 
Symptoms (vomit) 6 (3) 100 95 
Symptoms (diarrhea) 10 

(5) 
100 100 

Symptoms 
(pharyngodynia) 

2 (1) 100 100 

Symptoms (anosmia e 
dysgeusia) 

5 (2) 99 100 

Comorbidities/RF 
(hypertension) 

6 (3) 98 100 

Comorbidities/RF 
(cardiopathy) 

7 (3) 99 100 

Comorbidities/RF 
(interstitial lung disease) 

2 (1) 99 100 

Comorbidities/RF 
(neoplastic lung disease) 

4 (2) 98 100 

Comorbidities/FR (liver 
function test) 

1 (1) 100 100 

Parenchyma - 
Ground Glass 

Location 187 
(93) 

86 100 

Axial distribution 184 
(91) 

63 70 

Craniocaudal 
distribution 

184 
(91) 

98 100 

Parenchyma - 
Consolidations 

Location 158 
(78) 

79 85 

Axial distribution 151 
(75) 

68 65 

Craniocaudal 
distribution 

154 
(76) 

100 100 

Solid 84 
(42) 

73 84 

Subsolid 58 
(29) 

85 83 

Cavitated 6 (3) 100 100 
Parenchyma - 

Other findings 
Septal thickness 165 

(82) 
80 89 

Crazy paving 121 
(60) 

98 94 

Reversed Halo sign 26 
(13) 

100 100  

Table 3 (continued ) 

Subheading Variable N 
(%) 

Accuracy (%) 

First 
Iteration 

Second 
Iteration 

Subpleural sparing 58 
(29) 

85 100 

Fibrotic distortion 59 
(29) 

96 100 

Pulmonary emphysema 39 
(19) 

96 95 

Perilobular sign 128 
(63) 

91 90 

Parenchyma - 
Nodules 

Nodules< 3 mm 
diameter < = 30 mm 

38 
(19) 

95 95 

Nodules diameter 
< =3 mm 

34 
(17) 

94 95 

Solid 84 
(42) 

96 92 

Subsolid 58 
(29) 

97 100 

Cavitated 6 (3) 100 100 
Tree in bud 9 (4) 100 100 
Centrilobular 7 (3) 100 100 
Perilymphatic 6 (3) 100 100 
Random 7 (3) 99 100 

Mediastinum – 
Lymph nodes 

Right ilar 98 
(49) 

87 85 

Left ilar 77 
(38) 

93 94 

Subcarinal 125 
(62) 

84 90 

Antero-superior 
mediastinum 

134 
(66) 

84 73 

Vascular findings Pulmonary artery trunk 
diameter 

104 
(51) 

86 90 

Subsegmental peripheral 
vessel dilation 

139 
(69) 

89 90 

Barotrauma Pneumothorax 37 
(18) 

100 100 

Pneumomediastinum 36 
(18) 

100 100 

Subcutaneous 
emphysema 

6 (3) 98 100 

Impressions Classification 200 
(99) 

100 100 

CO-RADS Category 199 
(99) 

100 100  

Table 4 
Errors distribution in the first iteration.  

Problem Description % 

Wrong inference Incorrect processing of the inference engine ~ 
46% 

Inconsistent report The dictated data and the manually entered data 
did not match 

~ 
28% 

Ambiguous Ambiguous text in the report ~ 
14% 

Wrong context 
inference 

Incorrect identification of the context based on 
regular expression rules 

~12%  
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4. Discussion 

In our study, two iterations were carried out to automatically convert 
unstructured into structured radiological reports and both achieved 
satisfactory performance in terms of average accuracy and average F1 
score. Even though inferior compared to the second iteration, the first 
one, carried out without fine-tuning, achieved an optimal result. This 
result paves the way for potential applications also in other clinical 
scenarios, as other viral pneumonias presenting a significant overlap of 
radiological findings with COVID-19 pneumonia [21]. 

In addition, the second iteration improved both accuracy and F1 
score, and, most importantly, achieved this result through a low number 
of reports, considering that usually fine tuning requires large amount of 
data to obtain acceptable performance. It might be expected an 
improved performance as the number of reports used for training in-
creases. We further performed an error analysis demonstrating a sig-
nificant reduction in errors related to the model misinterpretation 
between the first and the second iterations. However, the majority of the 
errors, in both iterations, was related to ambiguity or inconsistency of 
free-form text radiological reporting, demonstrating once again the 
limits of this reporting style. 

In literature various applications of NLP in radiology have been 
already described: the identification/classification of findings, of cases/ 
cohort for research studies, of follow-up recommendation, the deter-
mination of imaging protocol, the quality assessment of radiologic 
practice, the diagnostic surveillance [14]. 

In 1998, Knirsch et al. compared an NLP tool based on linguistic 
analysis with experts review for the identification of chest x-ray reports 
suspect of tuberculosis, focusing on the presence/absence of six key el-
ements. As result, the agreement was 89–92% [22]. 

Similarly, in 2012, Chapman et al. developed an NLP tool to classify 
radiological reports of CT pulmonary angiography based on the pres-
ence/absence, location, chronicity, and certainty of pulmonary embo-
lism, and achieved good results in terms of both sensitivity and 
specificity [23]. 

Indeed, the automated conversion in a structured form of free-form 
text radiological report can be considered an extension of the task of 
identification of findings, multiplied by the number of items of the 
structured report. In 2019, Spandorfer et al. developed a deep-learning- 
based algorithm for the automated conversion of CT pulmonary angi-
ography free-form text reports into structured reports. The authors 
trained a convolutional neural network using 475 manually structured 
report. The accuracy was evaluated on a test set of 400 CT, resulting in 
an amount of 4.157 statements. The per-statement accuracy was 91.6% 
and 95.9% depending on whether strict or modified criteria were used 
[24]. 

Similarly to this study, we adopted a deep-learning based algorithm 
and we reached a result of 95.8% both for mean accuracy and F1 score. 
Some differences have to be highlighted beyond the different clinical 
scenario, as the absence of a specific training in the first iteration, and 
the lower number of radiological reports also used in our study. 

Another study by Jorg et al. investigated the potential role of NLP in 
facilitating the adoption of structured reporting in the radiological 
workflow [25]. The authors developed an algorithm able to automati-
cally convert dictated into structured reports of Urolithiasis CTs and 

achieved an F1 score of 0.90 in the test set. 
Coherently to our results, the majority of the errors were related to 

ambiguous description of the radiological findings. These results fur-
therly demonstrate the feasibility of the automated conversion un-
structured free-form text into the structured report template using AI 
algorithm based on NLP techniques. This strategy may enable to 
combine the advantages of both free-form reporting (namely, increased 
radiologist productivity) and structured reporting (namely, improved 
communication with providers). Additionally, increased structuring al-
lows for data mining applications and the algorithm could be retro-
spectively applied to other reports of COVID-19 pneumonia chest CT. 

NLP was already determined by Cury et al. capable of performing 
syntactic analysis of a large number of chest CT free-form text radio-
logical report to generate predictions of positivity for COVID-19 pneu-
monia [26]. The authors concluded that a so-developed surveillance 
algorithm has the potential to assist healthcare entities in developing 
strategies against COVID-19 or similar pandemics in the future. A similar 
forecasting could apply also to our strategy, empowered by the ability of 
providing structured information about 62 different findings of 
COVID-19. 

Although the promising results, this study is not to be considered 
without limitations. The overall number of reports used for both training 
and testing is to be considered limited, especially the one used for 
testing, and these reports were generated by the consensus of only two 
different radiologists from the same department, therefore with low 
heterogeneity in individual reporting style and the lack of an external 
validation. Finally, as COVID-19 pneumonia CT patterns of the first 
wave are now rarely encountered, the inclusion of only patients from the 
first COVID-19 wave should be considered a limitation, and further 
studies are needed to confirm the model applicability to the subsequent 
waves. 

In conclusion, we demonstrated the feasibility of a highly accurate 
AI-based conversion of radiological unstructured into structured reports. 
In addition to the advantage of providing more structured data for 
research/data mining applications, the implementation of NLP in the 
radiological workflow could also affect the radiological workflow. 
However, the entity of this effect will be explored with following studies 
addressing the acceptance of automated compared to conventional 
structured reporting, the reporting time or the reporting quality 
perceived by the referring physician. 

5. Conclusions 

The UnifiedQA neural network achieved an optimal performance in 
the automated conversion of free-text COVID-19 chest CT reports into 
structured reports. This strategy may effectively enable to overcome the 
limitations of structured reporting and to carry out extensive data 
mining from radiological reports. Further studies are necessary to fully 
investigate the potential clinical impact of automated structured 
reporting and to externally validate the model. 
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